Plan Now to
Emerge from
COVID-19
Stronger

The Agile Workshop

Your Roadmap to Better Results
Top Performing Companies will emerge from the
coronavirus pandemic stronger and more competitive by
achieving three objectives:
 Enhancing employee productivity with rapid
deployment of persona-based devices and exceptional
support that does not overburden current IT staff.
 Ensuring wherever employees do their work they can
seamlessly and securely connect to their work
environment fully protected against increasing
malicious security threats.
 Creating a frictionless digital work environment that
monitors and measures employees’ Digital Experience.

Gartner recognized
Magic Quadrant
Managed Workplace Services
Leader Quadrant
Digital Workplace of the Future

Pomeroy’s Agile Workshop helps you develop a plan to
reignite or accelerate digital transformation in a postCOVID world by fully enabling your dramatically changed
workforce based upon the latest industry solutions that
are rapidly redefining the Digital Workplace.
The workshop provides a better understanding of the
state of your current workplace environment, informs you
about the latest industry solutions you can leverage, and
recommends strategies to get you there.

Agile Workshop

Competitors may have already answered these questions…Have you?
 Has our digital transformation stalled during COVID?
 Have we adequately addressed the new paradigm related to how and where employees work (e.g., Work
from Home, Remote, Corporate Office)?
 Are our employees empowered to obtain support any time, any place in the manner that best fits their
preference?
 Do we have virtual agents/chatbots that automatically resolve issues based upon real-time knowledge of an
employee’s device?
 Do we provide seamless connectivity for employees regardless of location using the latest SD-WAN, Wi-Fi 6,
5G and last mile technologies?
 Are our employees and the enterprise protected with endpoint hardening technologies, privileged access
management and Security at the Service Edge (SASE) computing solutions?
 Can we monitor and measure the Digital Experience to ensure employees are truly productive and delighted?

Workshop Format
DURATION Typically a 2-3 hour whiteboard session
conducted virtually.
POMEROY PARTICIPANTS Workshops are led by
Pomeroy Subject Matter Experts with extensive
industry experience delivering digital transformation
that is simple, intuitive, agile and secure.
CLIENT PARTICIPANTS Executive/management
level resources with responsibility for setting and/or
influencing your Workplace Services strategies are
critical for workshop success.
WORKSHOP APPROACH Interactive discussions
follow a structured framework as a means of discovery
of your current environment and desired state with a
corresponding gap assessment.
POST-EVENT ACTIVITIES The workshop is an
iterative exercise capturing participant feedback and
delivering recommendations designed to accelerate
your digital transformation.

Industry recognized for leadership and innovation in
Managed Workplace Services, Pomeroy’s Agile
Workplace Workshop is the best approach to reignite or
accelerate Digital Transformation.
Learn more by contacting your Pomeroy representative
or by scheduling a short discussion with us.
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